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THE geometrization conjecture for 3-manifolds, formulated by Thurston [27, 291 says 
that a closed, oriented 3-manifold has a canonical decomposition into pieces which are 
“geometric”, each having a complete, homogeneous Riemannian metric modelled on one of 
eight geometries. The pieces of the decomposition come from 3-manifold theory: every 
closed, oriented 3-manifold can be expressed uniquely as a connected sum of prime 
3-manifolds; and a prime 3-manifold can be cut up canonically along incompressible tori so 
that the resulting pieces are either atoroidal or Seifert fibered. Any piece which is not 
irreducible must be S2 x S’, with geometry S2 x R. The recently proved Seifert fiber space 
conjecture together with Thurston’s un$ormization theorem shows that any piece with a Z2 
subgroup in the fundamental group either has hyperbolic geometry H3 (with cusps), or has 
Solv geometry, or has one of the Seifert fibered geometries E3, Hz x S’, z, R, or Nil; see 
[ll] or [14], which concludes a line of work starting with [26] and continuing with [20]. 
The still unresolved space form conjecture, which includes the Poincark conjecture, claims 
that any piece with finite fundamental group has geometry S3. Hence, the geometrization 
conjecture reduces to the space form conjecture and the following conjecture. 
HYPERBOLIZATION CONJECTURE. If M is a closed, orientable irreducible 3-manifold with 
infinite fundamental group, one of the following holds: 
(1) M is hyperbolic. 
(2) x1(M) contains a Z2 subgroup. 
The known angles of attack on this conjecture all involve difficult analytic constructions 
in order to produce a hyperbolic structure. See, for instance, the proof of Thurston’s 
uniformization theorem [21,30], which establishes the hyperbolization conjecture if M has 
an incompressible surface; see also the work of Cannon [9]. It is tempting to study a weaker 
form of hyperbolicity, “negative curvature” in the sense of Gromov ([17]; see below for 
a cursory review). This property captures the asymptotic behavior of a hyperbolic manifold, 
without getting involved in analysis. If one alters the conjecture by replacing “hyperbolic” 
with “negatively curved in the sense of Gromov”, the following statement results. 
WEAK HYPERBOLIZATION CONJECTURE. If M is a closed 3-mani$old, one of the following 
holds: 
(1) M is negatively curved in the sense of Gromov. 
(2) TC~ (M) contains a Z2 subgroup. 
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Note that for purposes of this conjecture, the hypotheses that M is irreducible and has 
infinite fundamental group may be dispensed with, because any compact space X with 
rci (X) finite is negatively curved in an elementary sense, and if n, (X) is a free product of the 
fundamental groups of negatively curved spaces then X is negatively curved. 
One motivation for trying his conjecture is that much is known about irreducible, 
negatively curved 3-manifolds with infinite fundamental group: their universal covers are 
open 3-balls which can be compactified by a 2-sphere at infinity to give a closed 3-ball 
[4,16]; sometimes the sphere at infinity can be made into a conformal 2-sphere [9,10] 
making M homotopy equivalent o a hyperbolic manifold; and in some cases it follows that 
M is homeomorphic to a hyperbolic manifold [15]. These results can be viewed as partial 
steps towards the goal of constructing a hyperbolic structure on a 3-manifold which is 
known to be negatively curved. 
No general methods are presently known for attacking the weak hyperbolization conjec- 
ture. Buyalo [S] has given a proof for Riemannian 3-manifolds of nonpositive sectional 
curvature; see also [25]. Our main result gives a proof when M has a “cubulation of 
nonpositive curvature”. 
The general theory of Riemannian metrics of nonpositive curvature was laid out in [3]. 
Many features of this theory have been extended to a much wider class of metric spaces of 
nonpositive curvature [7]. Gromov suggested studying spaces with a “polyhedral metric” of 
nonpositive curvature [17]. In [l], extensive xamples of nonpositively curved polyhedral 
metrics on 3-manifolds are constructed. Following [17, Section 4.2.C], they describe an 
especially simple and appealing class of nonpositively curved “cubulated” 3-manifolds. 
These manifolds are obtained by gluing cubes together along their square faces, so that each 
edge and vertex satisfies a nonpositive curvature condition. For an edge E, the condition 
says that at least four cubes meet at E. For a vertex I’, the condition says that in 
the link of V, which is a triangulated 2-sphere, any simple l-cycle consisting of no more than 
three edges must consist of exactly three edges, and must bound a triangle. A connected 
cubulated 3-manifold M of nonpositive curvature is known to be irreducible and to have 
infinite fundamental group; indeed, n1 (M) has a subgroup isomorphic to the fundamental 
group of a closed surface [l]. Skinner [28] has shown that nl (M) is automatic, by 
constructing an explicit automatic structure for the edge path groupoid of the given 
cubulation on M. Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Zf M is a connected, cubulated 3-manifold of nonpositive curvature, then either 
M is negatively curved in the sense of Gromov, or x1 (M) has a Z2 subgroup. 
COROLLARY. Cubulated 3-mangolds of nonpositive curvature satisfy the weak hyperboliza- 
tion conjecture. 
The starting point for the proof is thepat plane theorem stated by Gromov [17, Section 
4.11. Proofs have been given by Heber [19], Bridson [6], and in a more general context by 
Bowditch [S]. TheJlat plane theorem says that if M is a nonpositively curved metric space of 
a very general type, if M is compact, and if M is not negatively curved, then there is apat 
plane in fi, i.e. an isometric embedding $:E’ + fi. The question has been asked by 
Gromov [18, p. 913: can 6 be “approximated” by a map which is equivariant with respect o 
a Z2 subgroup of rci (M) acting on 2 by covering transformations? Essentially, we show 
that this is true if M is a cubulated 3-manifold of nonpositive curvature. Our strategy is to 
consider the map 6: E2 -+ M obtained by projecting 6 down to M; we abuse terminology by 
calling this map a flat plane in M. We shall “approximate” 4 by a locally isometric map of 
a Euclidean torus into M. A result of [ 171, the local isometry theorem stated below, allows us 
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to conclude that this map is injective on fundamental groups, thus producing a Z2 subgroup 
of rcn, (M). 
Our proof splits into two major cases, depending on the behavior of 4. In case I, we 
assume that b(E2) is not entirely contained in the 2-skeleton, and we then establish the 
theorem by “elementary” methods. The proof breaks into further subcases, depending on 
the “slope” of 4 in cubes of M (definitions concerning slopes can be found in the section 
Preliminaries). In case I.A, 4 passes through some cube with a slope which is not parallel to 
any edge or face of the cube, and we prove that M is Euclidean, so by the Bieberbach 
theorem rcr (M) has a Z2 subgroup, indeed there is a Z3 subgroup. In case I.B, 4 passes 
through each cube parallel to an edge or face, and by ad hoc methods we construct a local 
isometry of a torus into M. 
The more interesting case II is when 4 (E’) is entirely contained in the 2-skeleton of M. 
In this case, we use branched surfaces and Haken normal surface theory to approximate 
4 by a local isometry of a torus into the 2-skeleton. By using normal surface theory and the 
properties of nonpositively curved cubulations, we shall construct a “Euclidean normal 
branched surface” B mapped into M. The branched surface B will be universal with respect 
to Euclidean surfaces in the 2-skeleton-that is, every Euclidean surface mapped into the 
2-skeleton by a local isometry is carried by B, and every surface carried by B is Euclidean 
and maps into M by a local isometry. Thus, the map 8: E2 + M is carried by B, and the 
object is to replace 4 by a torus carried by B. The first step is to use the method of Piante [4] 
to construct an invariant measure p on B; Morgan and Shalen [22] pioneered the use of this 
method to construct Euler characteristic zero measured laminations in 3-manifolds, which 
is essentially what we are doing, although the lamination itself never appears explicitly in 
this paper. The next step would be to use a result from branched surface theory, which says 
that if a branched surface B embeds in a 3-manifold, and if p is an invariant measure on B, 
then p may be “approximated” by a surface carried by B. Unfortunately, the Euclidean 
normal branched surface B is merely immersed in M, not embedded, so the approximation 
result cannot be applied directly. The linchpin of the proof is therefore to embed B into 
a possibly different 3-manifold, so that the approximation result does apply to B. Hence, 
p may be approximated by a surface carried by B. This surface is Euclidean and therefore 
a torus, which maps into M via a local isometry. 
Because a cubulated 3-manifold is a finitistic object, it is natural to ask for an algorithm 
which decides whether a nonpositively curved cubulated 3-manifold is hyperbolic in the 
sense of Gromov. In the final section we give this algorithm, by following the outline of the 
proof of weak geometrization to decide if there is a Z2 subgroup. The algorithm is simple 
enough that it could be implemented efficiently on the computer; it might be interesting to 
have such a program in conjunction with a program that constructs cubulated 3-manifolds. 
Here are two interesting problems that are opened up by this line of inquiry. First, one 
might try to prove weak hyperbolization for arbitrary nonpositively curved 3-manifolds. Of 
all the different techniques used in the present paper, the branched surface methods will 
probably be needed in any generalization, and perhaps the more powerful methods of [23] 
will be necessary. Second, one might try to prove the full hyperbolization conjecture for 
cubulated 3-manifolds of nonpositive curvature, by applying Cannon’s methods [9]; for 
this, Aitchison and Rubinstein’s tudy of the 2-sphere at infinity might be useful [l]. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Geodesic metric spaces and curvature properties 
First we review negative curvature in the sense of Gromov, and nonpositive curvature, 
for simply connected metric spaces. Strictly speaking, we do not need most of these 
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definitions, since the pat plane theorem and the local isometry theorem suffice as a logical 
starting point for our exposition. Nevertheless, we include the definitions for completeness. 
For a more complete exposition, see [ 171 for negatively curved spaces and [2] for 
nonpositively curved spaces. 
A geodesic metric space or path metric space is a metric space X, with metric dx, having 
the property that for each x, y E X there is a path c( from x to y such that Length(a) = d, (x, y); 
such a path is called a geodesic and is denoted Xy. A geodesic triangle Tin X consists of three 
- 
vertices x, y,z E X and three geodesic sides xy, yz, and zx. Suppose in addition that x is 
simply connected. Then X is negatively curved if there is a number 6 2 0 such that for every 
geodesic triangle T, each side of T is contained in the 6 neighborhood of the union of the 
other two sides. To define nonpositive curvature, consider a geodesic triangle T in X. 
A comparison triangle for T is any triangle T’ in E2, whose vertices are put in 1-l 
correspondence with the vertices of T, such that corresponding side lengths are equal; hence 
corresponding sides of T and T’ have natural, isometric bijections. We say that T satisfies 
the CAT(O) property if, whenever x is a vertex of T and u is a point on the opposite side of T, 
and x’, u’ E T’ are the corresponding points of a comparison triangle T’, then 
dx(x, u) I dE2 (x’, u’). We say that X is nonpositiuely curved at a point x E X if there is 
a neighborhood U of x such that every geodesic triangle T in CJ satisfies the CAT(O) 
property, and we say that X is nonpositively curved if it is nonpositively curved at every 
point. Note that nonpositive curvature is a local property, while negative curvature is an 
asymptotic property, depending on the behavior of large triangles as the diameter goes to 
infinity. Recall also [2] that the local CAT(O) property defined here implies a global CAT(O) 
property: every triangle in X satisfies CAT(O). 
For later purposes we need a few other notions concerning path metric spaces. A subset 
Y c X is said to be rectijiable if, for any y, z E Y, there is a rectifiable path ~1 in Y from y to z, 
such that for any path b in Y from y to z, Length(a) I Length@). The metric 
d,(y,z) = Length(a) is called the induced path metric on Y, making Y into a path metric 
space. If dy(y,z) = dx(y, z) for all y,z E Y, then Y is called a geodesic subset of X. For 
example, any smooth compact submanifold of Euclidean space is rectifiable, but it is 
geodesic if and only if it is convex. 
Suppose now that X is a geodesic metric space which is not necessarily simply 
connected. The curvature properties of X are, by definition, inherited from the universal 
cover x”: X is negatively curved (resp. nonpositively curved) if and only if r? is negatively 
curved (resp. nonpositively curved). Notice that X is nonpositively curved by this definition, 
if and only if X is nonpositively curved at every point (by the earlier definition). 
A map f: X + Y between two geodesic metric spaces is called a path isometry if each 
path in X goes to a path in Y of the same length. If in addition each geodesic path in X goes 
to a geodesic path in Y, then fis called an isometry or, more strictly, an isometric embedding. 
If each point x E X has a neighborhood U such that fl U is an isometry, then f is called 
a local isometry. The following theorem is a direct consequence of the corollary to the 
Cartan-Hadamard-Alexandrov theorem stated in [17, Section 43; see also [2]. 
LOCAL ISOMETRY THEOREM. If M, N are geodesic metric spaces and N is nonpositiuely 
curved, and ly p: M + N is a local isometry, then the lift p: 3 -+ I? is an isometry. Hence, p is 
x1-injectiue. 
The starting point for our proof is the following result. 
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FLAT PLANE THEOREM. (Bowditch [S], Bridson [6], Gromov [17]). ZfM is a compact, 
nonpositively curved geodesic metric space, and if M is not negatively curved in the sense 01 
Gromoc, then there is a local isometry of the Euclidean plane into M. 
Cubulations of 3-manifolds 
Consider a closed 3-manifold M. A cube Q in M is the embedded image of the standard 
unit cube I3 c E3, together with a geodesic metric on Q so that the given embedding f3 -+ Q 
is an isometry. Thus, we may identify the faces, edges, and vertices of Q. A cubulation of M is 
a covering of M by finitely many cubes with disjoint interiors, so that if two cubes intersect, 
their intersection is a common face, edge, or vertex, and the two cubes induce identical 
metrics on their intersection. Note that our cubulations are geometric: they have metrics 
imposed on each cube. One can also define a combinatorial cubulation without imposing 
metrics, but then it is easy to put a metric on each cube. 
Throughout the paper, the term “cube of M” will refer to a cube of a fixed cubulation of 
M. The terms “square of M “, “edge of M”, and “vertex of M” will refer, respectively, to faces, 
edges, and vertices of cubes of M. Because the face gluings are isometric, the geodesic 
metrics on the cubes fit together to produce a geodesic metric on M. 
We say that the cubulation of M has combinatorial nonpositive curvature if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
I. Nonpositive curvature around an edge. For each edge E of M, at least four cubes of 
M meet E. 
2. Nonpositive curvuture at a vertex. For each vertex V of M, consider the link Lk( l’), 
which is a triangulated 2-sphere. If y is a simple l-cycle in Lk( I’) consisting of three or 
less edges, then y consists of exactly three edges, and y bounds a triangle. 
The following theorem comes from [17, p.1223: 
THEOREM. A cubulated 3-mangold M has combinatorial nonpositive curvature $and only 
ij‘ M is a nonpositively curved geodesic metric space. 
Because of this theorem, henceforth we shall omit the term “combinatorial”. 
Let MEW be the open submanifold of M consisting of all points with Euclidean 
neighborhoods. This is the union of all open cubes and squares, all open edges which have 
exactly four incident cubes, and all vertices which have exactly eight incident cubes. Let 
h : n1 (MEuc) -+ SO(3) be the holonomy homomorphism of MEUC, defined by choosing a base 
point, and parallel translating orthonormal frames around based loops. Note that the image 
of h is contained in the cubical symmetry group, a finite group of order 48 which we shall 
denote Icube. We can also define a holonomy pseudo-group. Let K be the dual l-skeleton of 
M, with a vertex for every cube, and an edge for every face. For each cube Q c M, choose 
once and for all an isometry /3o: Q + Z3. Then each edge path in K from a cube Q. to a cube 
Q, determines an element of Icube, by using pa,, to pull a standard frame in l3 back to Qe, 
parallel translating this frame along K to Qi, then pushing the frame to I3 via /IQ,. This map 
from edge paths in K to Icube will be called the holonomy pseudo-group. 
Having fixed an isometry &:Q --) Z3, the unit tangent bundle of each point in Q is 
identified with S’. The group Icube acts by isometries on S’, and we denote the quotient as 
D cube. The unit normal of an oriented plane in E3 determines apoint in Sz called the slope of 
that plane, and also a point in Dcube called the cubical slope. The reason that we only keep 
track of cubical SbptX in Dcube, rather than slopes in S2, is because holonomy might be 
nontrivial. 
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Fig. 1. S* is tiled by copies of DEUbC, each a fundamental domain for the action of rsubc. 
Given (x, y, z) E S2, if all three ratios x/y, y/z, z/x are rational then we say that (x, y, z) is 
rational; otherwise, (x, y, z) is irrational (this includes the case where exactly one of the ratios 
is rational). The group rcube preserves rationality, hence rationality of cubical slopes is 
well-defined. 
Note that Dcube is naturally identified with the (2,3,4) triangle orbifold, a spherical 
orbifold whose vertex groups are the dihedral groups D2, D3, and Dq. This orbifold can be 
embedded into S2 as a fundamental domain for the action of rcube, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The D4 vertex serves as the cubical slope of planes in E3 which are parallel to a face of the 
unit cube; we call this point thefuce parallel slope. Points on the edge connecting the D2 and 
D4 vertices correspond to planes which are parallel to an edge of the unit cube; we call these 
edge parallel slopes. All other points of Dcube are called oblique slopes. 
To begin the proof, assume that M is not negatively curved. By theput plane theorem, 
there is a local isometry 4: E2 + M. There is a natural cell-division of E2 induced by 4, each 
cell being a component of +-r(c) for some cube, face, edge, or vertex c c M. A k-cell of this 
decomposition will be called a &induced k-cell, or simply a k-cell when the context is clear. 
Consider a +-induced 2-cell C c E2. Then 4(C) is a flat polygon flatly embedded in 
some cube Q(C) c M (if 4(C) c M2 then there are two choices for Q(C); pick one arbitrar- 
ily). The unit normal of 4(C) determines a well-defined point in Dcube denoted v(C), the 
cubical slope of C (if b(C) c M2, then v(C) is well-defined as the face parallel slope). Note 
that 4(C) is properly eml.%dded in Q(C) unless d(C) is a face of Q(C). In particular, if v(C) is 
oblique then 4(C) is properly embedded in Q(C). 
The proof now breaks into two major cases, covered in the next two sections. In the first 
case, there exists a 2-cell C c E2 such that d(C) is properly embedded in Q(C); this case then 
breaks into two subcases, depending on whether or not there exists C such that 4(C) is 
oblique. In the second major case, 4(C) is a face of Q(C) for all 2-cells C c E2, hence 4 maps 
E2 entirely into M2. 
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CASE I: &E*) IS NOT CONTAINED IN M* 
Hence, some 2-cells are properly embedded into cubes. Now break into two subcases, 
depending on whether there is a 2-cell C c E2 so that the cubical slope v(C) is oblique. 
Case Z.A: For some 2-cell C c E2, then v(C) is oblique 
In this case we shall prove that M is Euclidean. The proof rests on the following lemma. 
OBLIQUE DEVELOPMENT LEMMA. Suppose that for some +-induced 2-cell Co c E2, 
v0 = v(C,) is oblique. Then: 
(1) Every +-induced 2-cell C c E2 satisfies v(C) = vo. 
(2) There is a constant R > 0, depending only on v o, such thatfor each x E $(E’), the ball 
B(x, R) of radius R around x is contained in MEuc. 
By (1) the cubical slope of the map 4 is well-defined as the cubical slope of 4(C) for any 
&induced 2-cell C c E2. Also, by extension we may define 4 to be oblique if 4(C) is oblique 
for some &induced 2-cell C. 
Before giving the proof, we use the lemma to show that M is Euclidean, We claim that 
the map 4: E2 -+ M is one of a continuous family of local isometries &: E2 -+ M, defined for 
all t E R, each with cubical slope v o, so that for each fixed p E E2, the path t + d+(p) is 
a local geodesic parameterized by arc length, perpendicular to each plane 4r(E2) at the point 
4Jp). To construct 4,, first choose a transverse orientation for +(E’) at 4(p) which depends 
continuously on p E E2. Then, for each p E E2, by the oblique development lemma the closed 
ball B(#(p), R/2) is contained in MEuc, so we may define $r(p) for t E [-R/2, R/2] to take 
the segment [ - R/2, R/2] isometrically to the unique segment in B(q5(p), R/2) of length 
R perpendicular to 4(E2) centered at 4(p). Continuing by induction, suppose that & is 
defined for t E [ - nR/2, nR/2]. Then we may apply the oblique development lemma to the 
two maps LiR12 and (bnRi2, each having slope v o, to get closed balls of radius R/2 which 
allow us to extend the definition of 4, over the interval [ - (n + l)R/2, (n + l)R/2]. Taking 
the union over all n gives the entire construction of & It follows that M is Euclidean, 
because the union of the images of all the maps 4, is obviously a nonempty, open and closed 
subset of the connected space M. (This construction is due to Mladen Bestvina and Peter 
Scott; I learned of it through Mark Feighn). 
Proofofthe oblique development lemma. Item (1) is proved by using the following result, 
which collects several facts about the &induced tiling of E2. In particular we compare it to 
the tiling on some Euclidean plane embedded in Euclidean 3-space E3. Let E3 be equipped 
with the standard cubical cell-decomposition invariant under Z3, whose vertices lie on the 
integer lattice and whose 2-cells lie on planes parallel to the coordinate planes; each 3-cell is 
a unit cube. Given an isometric embedding : E2 + E3, there is a tiling on E2 induced by g, 
where each cell of E2 has the form g-‘(c) for some cell c c E3. 
LEMMA (development across an edge). Let C1 c E2 be a $-induced 2-cell such that v(C,) 
is oblique. If C2 c E2 is a +-induced 2-cell sharing an edge with C1, then v(C,) = v(C,). 
Moreover, for any isometric embedding g:E2 + E3, C1 is g-induced if and only if C2 is 
g-induced. 
Proof: Let Q1 = Q(C,) be the cube of M containing 4(C,). Let E be the common edge of 
C1 and C2. Since v(C,) is oblique, then the segment (P(E) is properly embedded in some face 
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F of Qi. Let Q2 be the cube of M glued to Qi along F. Note that Qi u Qz is isometric to the 
union of two adjacent cubes in E3. Also note that $J(C,) c Qr u Qz, because 
int($(E)) c Qi u Q2. From this it follows that 4(C, u C,) is a planar subset of Q1 u Qz, for 
otherwise 4 could not be a local isometry. Thus, v(C,) = v(C,). 
To prove the last statement, suppose C1 is g-induced (the other direction is identical). 
Choose an isometry from Q1 to the cube of E3 containing g(C,), so that #(C,) goes to g(Ci). 
This extends to an isometry of Qi u Q2 to two adjacent cubes of E3, so that 4(C,) goes to 
the image of a g-induced 2-cell. Hence C2 is g-induced. 0 
Proof of oblique development lemma (continued). Item (1) of the oblique development 
lemma now follows by an obvious induction argument, enumerating the &induced 2-cells of 
E2 so that each cell shares an edge with an earlier one. As remarked earlier, obliqueness and 
cubical slope for local isometries c#J:E’ -+ A4 is now well-defined using (1). The next step in 
analyzing the geometry of 4 is the following lemma. 
LEMMA (development around a vertex). Suppose do is oblique. Let C1 c E2 be a I$- 
induced 2-cell, and let v E XI be a $-induced vertex. Let g:E2 -+ E3 be an isometric 
embedding so that C1 is g-induced. Then all &induced cells touching v are also g-induced. 
Moreover, d(v) E MEuc. 
Proof There are two cases, depending on whether or not 4(v) is a vertex of M. 
Suppose first that 4(v) is not a vertex, so 4(u) E int(E) for some edge E of M. Clearly 
there are exactly four g-induced 2-cells arrayed around v, which can be listed in cyclic order 
as Cl,. . . , C4. By hypothesis, C1 is &induced. Applying the lemma development across an 
edge three times in turn, it follows that CZ, C3, and C4 are +-induced. Since these cells fit 
together to account for exactly an angle of 27r around v, these are all of the &induced 2-cells 
touching v. It also follows that exactly four cubes of M fit together around E, hence 
int(E) c MEuc. 
Now suppose that 4(v) is a vertex of M. Therefore, g(v) is an integer lattice point. There 
are clearly six g-induced 2-cells arrayed around u, namely Ci, . . . , C6 in cyclic order. Now 
proceed as in case 1: applying the lemma development across an edge five times in succession, 
it follows that Cl,. . . , C6 are all &induced as well, and that they exactly fill out the cells 
around v. To prove that 4(v) E MEuc, let Qi be the cube in E3 containing g(Ci). Out of the 
total of eight cubes in E3 arrayed around g(v), the six cubes Qi, i = 1, . . . ,6 comprise all but 
an antipodally opposite pair. The same pattern of six cubes is arrayed around 4(v), hence 
Lk(@(u)) has two simple l-cycles each consisting of three edges, corresponding to the two 
missing cubes. By definition of nonpositive curvature, these l-cycles must bound triangles in 
Lk(+(v)), which implies that exactly eight cubes of M fit together around 4(u) in the same 
pattern as in E3, so 4(v) E MEuc. 0 
COROLLARY. If $:E2 + M is an oblique local isometry, then 4 (E2) c MEuc. 
Proof Given p E E2, if p is not a +-induced vertex then 4(p) is contained in the interior 
of a cube or face of M, so 4(p) E MEuc. When p is a &induced vertex, then 4(p) E MEuc by 
the previous lemma. 0 
Proof of oblique development lemma (conclusion). To prove item (2) of the oblique 
development lemma, if suffices to consider points of 4(E2) which come close to a vertex or 
edge of M, since the existence of a uniform R is obvious for points which stay away from the 
l-skeleton. For the rest of the proof, v. denotes the cubical slope of 4. 
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First we shall consider a point of $(E*) which comes close to a vertex of M. Let u be 
a unit vector in the first quadrant of E3 with cubical slope vo. Let L be the line through the 
origin and u. For i = 1,2,3, let ui be the vector in the ith coordinate axis whose projection 
onto L lands exactly on u. Thus, the three vectors u1,u2,u3 span a triangle T(u~,u~,u~) 
perpendicular to L which intersects L at the tip of u. Let 2 be the length of the longest of 
these three vectors. Let RI = Min{l/2,1/2E,}. 
Now suppose that the point x E 4(E2) comes within distance RI of a vertex u of M, and 
let / be a geodesic segment of length <RI connecting u and x. By moving x along 4(E2) so 
that the length of! is locally minimized, we obtain a point x’ connected to v by a geodesic 
segment /‘. Having done this, if Length(e’) = 0 then x’ = u E MEuc by the lemma development 
around u certex, and clearly B(u, 1) c MEuc, hence B(x, l/2) c MEuc. Thus, we may assume 
that Length(P) > 0, and by local minimality r’ hits 4(E2) at a right angle at the point x’. Let 
Q. be the cube of M containing P’. Since Length(P) I l/23, < l/n, then Q. contains 
a triangle c perpendicular to d’ at x’, which is spanned by three points pl, p2, p3 lying on the 
l-skeleton of Q; moreover, (T is the image of a &induced 2-cell Co. Now choose an isometric 
embedding g:E2 + E3 so that Co is also g-induced, hence there is cube Q$ c E3 and an 
isometric identification Qo+-+Qc so that &(C,)++g(C,). Let u* be the vertex of Q8 corres- 
ponding to u. Note that there are six other g-induced 2-cells touching Co, which we may 
denote C, , . . , C6. By the lemmas development across an edge and vertex, these 2-cells are all 
&induced as well, and the three points pi, p2,p3 are all contained in MEuc. Let Qi, QT be the 
cubes of M and E3, respectively, containing $(Ci) and g(Ci). Note that Q $, . . . , Q$ are seven 
of the eight cubes in E3 touching a*, and note that the seven cubes Qo, . . . , Q6 are arrayed 
around c in exactly the same pattern. Thus, the link of u has a simple l-cycle consisting of 
three l-cells, corresponding to the eighth cube touching u*. By definition of nonpositive 
curvature, that I -cycle must bound a triangle in Lk(o), so M has eight cubes arrayed around 
c’ in the standard pattern, hence v E MEuc. It follows that B(tl, 1) c MEuc, and therefore 
B(x, l/2) c MEuc. 
Now we consider a point x E &(E2) which comes close to an edge of M, but does not 
come within distance RI of any vertex. We will show that if x comes close enough to an 
edge, then $(E2) actually hits the interior of that edge, hence the edge is in MEuc, and since 
x is close to the edge then a ball of some fixed radius around x will be in MEuC. At any 
intersection point of $(E2) with the l-skeleton of M the angle takes one of the three acute 
values, namely the angles that the triangle T(u,, u2, u3) makes with the three coordinate 
axes; let 0 E (0, n/2) be the smallest of these. Let R2 = Min{R, sin(O), R,/3}. 
Suppose that x E +(E2) is at distance >R, from the O-skeleton of M, but at dis- 
tance <R2 from the 1 -skeleton. Drop a perpendicular segment e from x to a point y lying in 
int(E) for some edge E c M, so that Length(T) <R2. If e c $(E2), then y E 4(E2) so 
y E MEuc. By the triangle inequality, y is at a distance at least 2R,/3 from the endpoints of E, 
hence B(p,2R,/3) c MEucr so B(x,R,/3) c MEuc. Now suppose C @d(E2). By rotating 
P about y staying perpendicular to E, we obtain a point x’ connected to y by a segment P’ 
which is locally minimal, and 0 < Length(Y) I R2 I R, sin(@). Let Q be the cube contain- 
ing P’. In the planar subsurface of Q containing P’ and E, 4(E2) approaches E at an angle 
8 2 0. Figure 2 shows this plane in the hypothetical case where 4(E2) does not hit int(R), 
but instead passes out of a face F of Q. We claim that this does not happen, for otherwise 
there is a vertex 11 of M so that the right triangle oyx’ has an angle at o of magnitude II/ 2 0 
and a hypotenuse vx’ with 
Length(ox’) = 
Length(x’y) < RI sin(@) _< R 
sin (*) - sin($) ” 
a contradiction. 
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Fig. 2. If 4(E*) passes out of the face F of Q before hitting int(E), we obtain a contradiction. 
Since &E2) hits int(E) it follows that int(E) c MEuc so in particular y E MEuc. More- 
over, the distance from y to the endpoints of E is at least 2R1/3, hence B(y, 2R1/3) c MEuc so 
R(x, RI/~) = MEW 
To summarize, if x E $(E’) is within distance RI of a vertex of M then B(x, l/2) c MEuc, 
if x is not within distance RI of a vertex but is within distance R2 of an edge then 
R(x, RI/~) = MEW and otherwise it is clear that the ball around x radius Min{R,,R2} is 
contained in Mnuc. Hence, setting R = Min { l/2, R1/3, R2}, then B(x, R) c MEuc for each 
x E &E2), finishing the proof of the oblique development lemma. 0 
Case LB: For all 2-cells C c E2, q5 (C) is edge parallel in Q(C) 
Since we are in case I, we are assuming that for some 2~11 C c E2, 4(C) is not 
contained in M2. First we need a global picture of I$, similar to the picture developed in case 
I.A, but now 4 does not necessarily have constant slope, nor does q5 necessarily stay in MEuc. 
NONOBLIQUE DEVELOPMENT LEMMA. Suppose that every &induced 2-cell C c E2 has an 
edge parallel slope, and for some particular 2-cell C, then d(C) is properly embedded in the 
cube Q(C). Then 4 factors through a metric cylinder. More precisely, there is a metric circle SL 
of length t! E Z+, a locally isometric covering map q:E2 = R x R + R x SL, and a local 
isometry I$: R x SC + M so that 4 = 6 o q. Moreover, there is a closed, discrete set B c R such 
that J(B x S,) c M’, and B is maximal with respect to this property. If A is the closure of 
a component of (R - B) x SC, one of the following happens: 
(a) &A) c M2. 
(b) &WA)) = M~uc, and 6 has constant cubical slope on d(int(A)). 
In case (a) we say that A is a facial cylinder of 6; if A does not satisfy case (a) then it must 
satisfy case (b) and we say that A is a nonfacial cylinder of 6. 
Proof of nonoblique development lemma. Start with a &induced 2-cell C c E2 which has 
an edge parallel slope, so that $(C) is properly embedded in Q(C). Choose an isometry 
between Q(C) and the unit cube Z3 c E3 so that the image of 4(C) is vertical. We may 
assume, by doing an isometry on E2 if necessary, that C is a rectangle with sides parallel to 
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the x, y axes, and so that the top of C is mapped to the top of Z3; note that the height of C is 
1 and the width is between 0 and 8. Now develop 4 “vertically”. That is, set C = Co, let 
C1 c E2 be the 2-cell sharing the top edge of C,,, and using the fact that $I is a local isometry, 
it follows that the pair (Q(C,), $I(&,)) is isometric to the pair (Q(C,), 4(C,)). Continuing to 
develop upward and downward, we obtain a bi-infinite sequence of rectangular 2-cells 
Ci c E2, i E Z, each of height 1, SO that Ci+ 1 is obtained by translating Ci one unit upward, 
and SO that the pairs (Q(Ci),4(Ci)) are all isometric; in particular, each $(Ci) is properly 
embedded in Q(Ci). Note that there are only finitely many distinct pairs (Q(CJ, 4(Ci)) in M, 
and each pair determines and is determined by the ones just above and below it. It follows 
that the sequence of pairs is periodic, i.e. there exists e c Z+ so that (Q(Ci+,), 
6(Ci+,)) = (Q(cJ, 4(Ci)) for all i E Z. 
Let T:E2 + E2 be translation upward by / units. Set Cp = Ci, and let P’O = UiCp. 
Hence, the map +I P’O is equivariant with respect o the action of T. 
Now develop 4 “horizontally”, by induction. The induction hypothesis says that for 
some fixed j E Z, &induced 2-cells Ci c E2 are defined for all i E Z, each a rectangle of 
height 1 and with constant width between 0 and $, with the top of C{ equal to the bottom 
of c:,,, so that on the vertical strip V’ = Ui Ci, 4 is equivariant with respect o the action 
of T. We do not assume that 4( Vj) +M2. Setj’ = j + 1 orj - 1; for concreteness, we assume 
j’ = j + 1. Let C/’ be the &induced 2~11 sharing the right edge of Ci. Evidently Ci’ is 
a rectangle of height 1, and the top edge of Ci’ clearly equals the bottom edge of C{i 1, hence 
their widths are equal. Consider Vj’ = Ui Ci’, and note that the line Vjn Vf either is 
mapped into M’ or is mapped into M2 transverse to M’. We must show that on Vi’, 4 is 
equivariant with respect o T. If 4 maps Vjn Vy into M2 transverse to M’ this is obvious, 
and moreover it is clear that 4( Vj u Vj’) has constant cubical slope. For the remainder of 
the argument we assume that $( Vj n Vi’) c M’. 
For notational convenience we drop the index j, writing Ci for Ci, C: for Cf, etc. We 
shall examine all possible extensions of the map 4 ) V over the set V’ by a local isometry, and 
prove that equivariance of 4 1 V must be inherited by the extended map. 
Since 4 is equivariant on V, the restriction of 4 to the line V n V’ factors through 
a locally isometric map y : SL -+ M’. Let yi c M’, i E Z/L denote the sequence of edges of 
M transversed by y in cyclic order, and let xi E M denote the common vertex of yi and yi+ i. 
For each i E Z/e, note that 4(Ci) is an embedded rectangle in M incident to yi. Choose 
transverse orientations on the rectangles 4(Ci), so that the transverse orientation on 9(Ci), 
when homotoped across the top of 4(Ci), goes to the transverse orientation on ~(Ci+ r). For 
each i E Z/e, define the “combinatorial ink” of yi to be the set 3’; whose elements are the 
cubes and squares of M incident to yi, a set of cardinality 2ki, for some ki 2 4. The transverse 
orientation on I induces a circular ordering on 9i. Let ci E pi be the cube or square 
whose interior intersects 4(Ci), and let 5?,? = Yi - {ci}, SO .Ylf inherits a linear ordering 
from $Pi. 
There is a natural relation wi between _Yr and 9r+i, where c wi d if there exists an 
isometrically embedded rectangle in M broken into four subrectangles with common vertex 
xi, so that the left two subrectangles are $(Ci) and 4(Ci+ i), and the right two subrectangles 
intersect he interiors of c,d respectively. We claim that the relation -i is a linear order 
preserving bijection between a subset of 9” and a subset of YT+ i. Observe first of all that if 
c wi d, then c is a cube if and only if d is a cube. 
To prove the claim, it is best to visualize the proof in Lk(xi). The edges yip yi+ 1 determine 
two points in Lk(xi) which we denote Y and JV respectively, the “south Ipole” and the 
“north pole”. The set bipi s naturally identified with the combinatorial ink of Y in Lk(xi), 
and ~i+l is identified with the combinatorial link of A” in Lk(xi). The points Ci E pi, 
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ci+l E zi+l correspond to cells of the same names in Lk(xi), incident to Y and JV, 
respectively. If c E Y;p# and d E _Y,#, 1 satisfy c -i d, then c and d correspond to cells of equal 
dimensions in Lk(x,), with c, d incident to 9, JV, respectively. If c, d correspond to triangles 
in Lk(xi) then clearly they have a common edge disjoint from Y and JV, from which it 
follows that neither c nor d are related to anything else. If c, d correspond to edges in Lk(xr), 
then they have a common vertex disjoint from Y and Jf; hence if in addition c -idly then 
d and d’ have common endpoints, so by the nonpositive curvature condition d = d’. This 
shows that the relation is a bijection between a subset of 9p# and a subset of _Y;pi”+ . If c -id 
and c’ ‘vi d’ are related, then the topological cells c u d and c’ u d’ are either identical or have 
disjoint interiors, from which it follows that the relation is order preserving, proving the 
claim. 
Now let 9’: denote the set of points in P?;p” for which the relation can be iterated 
indefinitely in either direction, always staying in the domain of the relation. That is, given 
i E Z and ci E 2?,!, then ci E 2’: if an only if ci can be extended to a sequence cj defined for 
all j E Z, SO that cj E -U,f, and SO that cj -jcj+i. From the claim, iterating the relation 
produces an order preserving bijection 2: ++_f?T for all i,j. However, for all i the sets 
9T and Yp,*,, are identical, hence iterating the relation Cp times induces an order-preserving 
bijection from U,* to itself, which must therefore be the identity. This proves that any 
locally isometric extension of 4 1 V over V’ must be equivariant with respect o T. 
To summarize. we have shown by induction that 4 is equivariant with respect o the 
vertical translation 7’ of / units, hence 4 factors as E2 + R x Se + M; the first map is the 
quotient by T and the latter map is denoted 4. Moreover, writing the $-induced cell- 
decomposition as C!, the vertical strip Vj = ui Ci goes to a subcylinder cj c R x SP The 
boundaries of these subcylinders form a set of the form B’ x S,. It is evident from the proof 
so far that for each h E B’, one of the following happens to the circle b x S,: either 4 maps 
h x S, into M’; or 6 maps b x S, into MZ transverse to M’. In the latter case, the two 
components of (R - B’) x S, incident to b x SL may be joined across b x St to form a cylinder 
whose interior is mapped by 6 into MEuc with constant slope. Hence, if we define B to be the 
set of all b E B’ such that $(h x S,) c M’, then the remaining contentions of the nonoblique 
development lemma follow. q 
Note that facial cylinders always have width exactly equal to 1 and area exactly equal to 
d. Thus we may break into three subcases, based on the following observation: either there 
are infinitely many facial cylinders, or there are infinitely many nonfacial cylinders of 
bounded area, or the area of nonfacial cylinders is unbounded. 
Case I.B.l: there are infinitely many facial cylinders. For each facial cylinder 
[b, b + l] x SI, define the model to be the composition [0, l] x SI + [b, b + l] x S! -+ M, 
where the first map is induced by the translational isometry [0, l] + [b, b + 11, and the 
second map is the restriction of 4. Clearly there are only finitely many models, hence some 
model must be repeated at least twice. Choose b, < b2 E B so that [b,, bI + l] x S/ and 
[b2, b2 + l] x S, are facial cylinders with the same model. Consider the restriction of 6 to 
the cylinder [b,, hz + l] x S,. Glue [b,, bI + l] x SI to [b2, b2 + l] x Se isometrically, and 
note that the gluing respects 4. Hence the glued object, which is a torus, has an induced 
local isometry into M, so by the local isometry theorem nl(M) has a 2’ subgroup. 
Case I.B.2: there are injinitely many nonfacial cylinders of bounded area. After some 
preliminary remarks concerning facial cylinders, this will be very much like the previous 
case. First note that the set of edge parallel cubical slopes can be naturally identified with 
the interval [0, 11. Next note that a nonfacial cylinder [b, c] x SC of finite area, having both 
its boundary components mapped to circles in M’, must have a rational cubical slope. 
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Moreover, if the cubical slope is p/q in lowest terms, then the length c - b of the cylinder is 
equal to J’m, so the area is e. Jm; it is clear that the length is equal to 
~1. Jm for some natural number n, but if n > 1 then there will exist a core curve x x S, 
mapped to M’ with b < x < c, contradicting maximality of B. Hence, there must be 
infinitely many nonfacial cylinders of fixed area and slope, so some model must occur more 
than once. Now by cutting and gluing as in the previous case, we obtain a flat torus mapped 
into M by a local isometry, hence a Z2 subgroup of xl(M). 
Case I.B.3: the area of nonfacial cylinders is unbounded. For each cube Q c M, choose 
an isometric identification of Q with the unit cube Z3 c E3, hence any transversely oriented 
flat polygon in Q has a well-defined slope in S2. For each nonfacial cylinder A c R x S,, 
select a transverse orientation to &(A) at c(x) which varies continuously as a function of 
x E int(A); so if x 4 &‘(M2) then we may associate to x a cube Q(x) whose interior contains 
4(.x), and a normal slope v(x) E S2. The ordered pair (Q(X), v(x)) depends only on the 
&induced rectangle C c A whose interior contains x, so we may write (Q(C), 
r(C)) = (Qbh v(x)). 
We may choose b evenly spaced points x, E S, indexed by n E Z/t, so that every 
$-induced rectangle in R x S, has a form [b,c] x [xnrxn+ 1] for some n E Z//; for the 
remainder of this argument, the index “n” will take values in Z//. Define a strip in A to be 
the closure of a component of A - (B’ x S,). Hence, in any strip .(f = rh, c] x S, c A, the 
&induced rectangles have the form 9, = [b, c] x [x,, x n + ,I. We may therefore associate to 
the strip Y the P-tuple (Q(Y,),v(Y,)), . . . , (Q(9,)), r(Y,)), called the slope datcl of .Y. 
Notice that there are only finitely many possible values of the slope data, since the cubical 
slope of J(C) is constant for &induced rectangles C c A (we remark that if two strips have 
the same value for (Q(9r), ~(9’~)) then in fact they have identical slope data). Moreover, the 
width of a strip is bounded above by 4, so its area is bounded above by e$; hence if 
Area(A) is sufficiently large then the number of strips in A is so large that there must be two 
strips with the same slope data. 
Since the area of nonfacial cylinders is unbounded, there must exist a nonfacial cylinder 
A and two distinct strips in A with the same slope data. We shall do a variation of the cut 
and glue method from the previous two cases, cutting away the two “parallel” strips in 
A and gluing in another strip yielding an immersed torus, but in this case the torus will not 
necessarily be mapped in by local isometry. However, we shall show that the map can be 
flattened, to yield a local isometry. 
We may choose strips Y”, . . . , YK c A, so that the right edge of yk is identified with the 
left edge of Yk+ ’ for each k = 0, . . . , K - 1, and so that 9” and YK have identical slope 
data. To make the notation precise, we can find points ho < ... < bK+’ E B’ so that 
9’“’ = [bk, bk+‘] x S,. The $-induced rectangles in yk are 9’: = [bk, bk+ ‘1 x [x,, x,+ 1]; 
hence we may write Qn = Q(9:) = Q(Yf). S’ mce c(yp,“) and $(9’:) are edge parallel and 
have the same slope in Q,,, then there is an isometric identification of Qn with I3 so that 
&(,‘f,O) and $(9’:) are vertical rectangles of height 1 in Qn. Hence, the segments 
Bn = h’ x Cx,, x,+ ,I and Y” = bK x Cx,,x,+ J are mapped isometrically by 4 to vertical 
segments of height 1 in aQ,. Therefore there exists a vertical flat rectangle 2,” properly 
embedded in Qn whose vertical sides are &(/In) and &(yJ (see Fig. 3). 
The rectangles 92: fit together to form a strip 2’ mapped into 1!4 by a local isometry. 
Writing /I = Un/In and y = u,y,, note that /? u y may be viewed either as the boundary of 
4’” or as the boundary of 9” u ... u 9’ ‘-l Hence the union of ,‘A0 with ,y’ u ... u cCpK-l . 
forms a flat torus immersed in M. To be precise about the domain of this immersion, we 
assume that the rectangles 2: are disjoint except for the necessary boundary identifications 
so that 2’ is a metric cylinder isometric to J x S, for some interval J c R, with .#,O corres- 
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Fig. 3. A horizontal cross-section of Q. and environs, showing the images of YP, Yz, a:, and nearby objects. 
ponding to J x [x,, x,+ i]; then, changing notation by writing Wk = Yk for 
k= 1,. . . , K - 1, we may assume that &JI?’ is identified with au,“:,’ Wk = /I u y to form 
a flat torus T. The immersion F: T -+ M agrees with 6 on u:Lii Sk, and F maps 9,” to the 
flat rectangle in Q,, having $(j$) and $(y,) as two of its sides. Unfortunately F may not be 
a local isometry, because it may be bent along /I and along y; however, F is a local isometry 
away from /I and y. 
We shall describe a process for flattening the torus immersion F. The idea is that F may 
be flattened by homotopy, until one of two things happens: either the immersion becomes 
a flat immersion into MEuc; or there is a vertical circle c in T which bumps into M’. In the 
latter case, if the image of c in M’ consists of edges with concentrated negative curvature, 
then the homotoped map is a local isometry near c. On the other hand, if the image of c in 
M’ is contained in MEuc, then the flattening homotopy may be continued, perhaps with 
further circles bumping into M’. We shall prove that this process eventually results in 
a homotopy from F to a local isometry. 
To describe the flattening process, we must look at F from an alternate point of view. 
First we factor F: T -+ M as T -+ N + M, where H: N + M is a finite covering map of 
a compact, codimension-0 submanifold of M and F”: T -+ N is an embedding into the 
interior of N. To describe N, let Qt be a copy of the cube Q(9:) c M containing F(L&), for 
each k = 0, . . . , K - 1 and each n E Z/e, let Hi: Qf: -t Q(Bi) be the natural identification, 
and let F”k,: 9: + Qi be the natural lift of F: 9: -+ Q(z%‘~). We make boundary identifications 
among the cubes Qf: as follows. Consider any two distinct but adjacent rectangles Bg, 6%‘$ in 
T, so one of Jk - k’l and In- n’l is 0 and the other is 1. Let a be the common edge of B?f: and 
9;:. Then a is mapped to a common face of Q(B?i) and Q(&:), and we identify the 
corresponding faces of Qf: and Qi:. The result of these identifications is the manifold N, and 
the maps Hi and F”i fit together to form H: N + M and F”: T + N. 
Next we express N as a product of a surface with S,. Fix k E 1, . . . , K - 1 for the 
moment, and note that for each n the top of Qf: is glued to the bottom at Qz+ i, and that the 
union Q” = Un Qf: may be written as a metric product wk x Sr where Wk is isometric to 
the unit square in E2, and QE: corresponds to Wk x [xn,xn+ J. Moreover, for each 
k E 0, . . . , K - 1 (interpreting k E Z/K), an edge of Wk can be identified to an edge of 
Wk” so that the product structures of Qk and Qk” agree along the identifications. Hence, 
letting W = uk Wk, then Wis a flat compact surface, whose boundary is a union of geodesic 
segments meeting at corners; a corner can be either an “internal” corner with an interior 
angle of 42, or an “external” corner with an interior angle of 3n/2. Moreover, we have 
a metric product N = W x S,. 
Note that there is a simple closed polygonal curve r c int(FV) so that 4 x S, = F”(T). In 
fact, 5 is a union of two geodesics whose common endpoints B, C satisfy B x Se = F”(p) and 
C x SC = F(y). Fixing orientations of Wand 5, we may measure the external angles of r at 
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B and C. The key observation is that the sum of the external angles at B and C is zero; this 
follows from the fact that 9’: and 94pf: have the same slope in Qn. From this observation, we 
conclude that the universal cover I? may be isometrically embedded in E2, and that the 
covering group is generated by a translation of r: E2 + E2. We may assume that the squares 
W’ lift to squares in the standard unit square tiling of E2. Hence, Wmay be embedded in the 
Euclidean cylinder 59 = E2/t, and the tiling of W extends to a tiling of % by unit Euclidean 
squares. 
Now we shall straighten the curve 5 in % as much as possible, subject to the constraint 
that the straightened curve determines (in a way to be specified) a torus immersion in 
M homotopic to F. Set to = <, WI = W, and N1 = N. As a first step let <r c WI be the 
shortest possible closed curve in WI homotopic to r (our terminology will reflect the fact 
that 5i is embedded, although strictly speaking that fact is irrelevant o the proof). Consider 
the torus t1 x S/ c N i, which is immersed in M by the map H. Note that <i may be bent at 
an external corner c1 E WI; if so the interior angle of <I at cl, measured on the inside of WI, 
has a value strictly between x and 3x/2. There is a neighborhood U of c1 in WI which is path 
isometric to “Pat Man”, the set of points in E2 expressed in polar coordinates by 0 I r I & 
and 7~14 I 4 < 7x/4; this set will be denoted 9~8, the center is denoted 0, and the union of 
the two radii 4 = n/4 and 4 = 7x14 on 894 will be denoted V. Hence, U x S, c N is path 
isometric to 9&? x St, so mapping into M by H induces a local path isometry 
9.X x S( + M taking 0 x SC into M’ and taking I/x S, into M’. We are particularly 
interested in the local geometry of M along the image of 0 x Se If every edge of M along this 
circle is Euclidean, then the homotopy of the immersion may be continued through this 
circle; whereas if every edge has concentrated negative curvature, then the map HI t1 x SL is 
a local isometry near cl x SI. We need to know that these are the only two possibilities. 
LEMMA. Let c:$PA? x SC -+ M be a local path isometry taking 0 x SC into M’ and V x S, 
into M2. Then either [(O x S,) c MEuc, or every edge of M in ((0 x S,) is non-Euclidean. 
Pro05 Let the edges of [(O x S,) be listed in circular order as tl, = [(O x [x.,x,+ J). Note 
that y. = c(O x x,) E MO is the head of a, and the tail of a,+ r. We show that if a, is 
Euclidean then a,+ 1 is Euclidean; using this as an induction step the lemma follows. 
Look in the triangulated 2-sphere Lk(y,). By hypothesis, the image of 5 determines ix 
triangles of Lk ( y,), three from 8_& x [x, _ r, x,] and three from Y& x [x,, x, + J. Assuming 
that a, is Euclidean, we obtain a seventh triangle in Lk(y,). The union of these seven 
triangles has boundary which is a simple l-cycle in the l-skeleton of Lk(y,) consisting of 
three edges, which must bound a triangle by the nonpositive curvature condition. It follows 
that a,+ 1 is Euclidean. n 
Now we use this lemma to define an inductive procedure for straightening 4: 1. Suppose 
by induction that there are submanifolds WI c W2 c a.- c WI of %? so that Wi+l is the 
union of Wi with a square, and SO that H extends to a local path isometry from Ni = Wi x S, 
into M, for each i = 1,. . . , I. Let 5i c Wi be the shortest curve homotopic to 5 (again ri is 
embedded, though that is irrelevant). Define a bend of <i to be an external corner of Wi at 
which [i has an angle on the inside of Wi with value strictly between 7c and 3x/2. An external 
corner c of Wi is said to be Euclidean if H(c x S,) c MEuc. If tr has a Euclidean bend c, define 
W, + 1 to be the union of WI with the fourth square incident to c, so H may be extended over 
N - WI+, 1+1- xS/. Let t,+l be the shortest curve in WI + 1 homotopic to r. 
We claim that this procedure continues until ti has no Euclidean bends, at which time 
H 1 ii x SI is a locally isometric map into M. To see that the procedure stops, let 2 be the 
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convex hull of t1 in 59, consisting of the union of all core circles of g intersecting <r. An 
obvious induction shows that <i c .Y? for all i. Since 2 is compact, only finitely many 
squares of %7 intersect 2, so the procedure eventually stops at some &. If c is a bend of &, 
then c is not Euclidean, so by the above lemma none of the edges of M contained in 
H(c x S,) are Euclidean. It follows that H/t, x S, is locally isometric near c x Se, hence 
H/c1 x SL is a locally isometric embedding of a torus in M. It follows by the local isometry 
theorem that xl(M) has a Z2 subgroup. 
CASE II: ((R2) IS CONTAINED IN MZ 
Motivated by the results of [23], the idea of the proof is to use 4 to construct 
a 2-dimensional measured lamination A of Euler charcteristic zero, mapped into M; in some 
sense, A is the “closure” of 4. Then one tries to approximate A by a torus mapped into 
M via a local isometry. However, as it turns out we can construct the torus without 
resorting to the full laminations machinery of [23]. Instead we shall use normal surface 
theory to construct a specific branched surface B smoothly immersed into M, called the 
“Euclidean normal branched surface”. We shall use 4 to construct an invariant measure 
p on B by a limiting process, similar to the process used by Plante [24] to construct 
transverse measures on foliations. The branched surface B will have the property that all 
invariant measures carried on it have Euler characteristic zero. We then approximate ,U by 
an invariant measure u with rational coefficients. Finally, we show that v can be represented 
by a torus T carried by B. The branched surface B will have the property that every surface 
that it carries is mapped into M by a local isometry. Hence, rcl (T) z Z2 will embed in 
ff1(M). 
It is not in general true that for a branched surface B, every integer-valued invariant 
measure on B is realized by a surface carried on B. A simple counterexample isconstructed 
in [12]. It is proved in [12] that if B has a local embedding into a 3-manifold, then B embeds 
in some possibly different 3-manifold. In this case, every integer-valued invariant measure 
on B is realized by a surface. 
The key to finding a Z2 subgroup in the fundamental group of our cubulated 3-manifold 
M will then be to show that the Euclidean normal branched surface B can be locally 
embedded in M. We commence with a brief review of branched surface theory, and then 
turn to the construction of the Euclidean normal branched surface. 
A branched surface is a smooth 2-complex B, which is the union of its 2-cells, such that 
there is a well-defined tangent plane at each point of B. The set of nonmanifold points of 
B is called the branch locus, denoted YB. The 2-cells of B will be called sectors. Note that 
YB c B’, but we do not assume that YB = B’, hence a sector is not necessarily the closure of 
a component for B - YB, contrary to the usual usage. Given an edge E c B’ with tangent 
plane Tat some point of E, the set of sectors incident to E is divided into two subsets called 
sides, depending on which half-plane of T a given sector determines. We define 13s to be the 
union of edges E such that one side of E is empty. 
A weight function on B is a function p which assigns to each sector CT a number ~(a) 2 0. 
The muss ofp is 1~1 = x,/~(o). Given an edge E c B’, let {a,, . . . , CT,}, {CT;, . . . ,ok} denote 
the two sides of E. The defect of p along E is the quantity dp(E) = 1 y= 1 p(Oi) - c y= ,p(o>). 
The total defect of p is (8pL( = z.lap(E)I. We say that p is an inoariant measure if 18~1 = 0; 
equivalently, for each edge E c B2, p satisfies the switch condition ap(E) = 0. Notice that if 
a sector of B has an edge in 3B then every invariant measure has value zero on that sector. 
One way to construct nontrivial invariant measures is to use the method of averaging 
sequences pioneered by Plante [24]. An averaging sequence on B is a sequence of weight 
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functions ,u,, such that 18~.l/l~L,I + 0 as n --f co. Define a normalized sequence of weight 
functions v, = pn/lpnl. Since (v,J = 1 for all n, then there is a convergent subsequence whose 
limit v is a weight function with JvI = 1, hence v # 0. Since I&,[ = la~,,l/l~,,l + 0 as n -+E, 
then l&l = 0, so v is an invariant measure. In general, the measure v can have nonnegative 
real coefficients, hence v may be approximated by a nontrivial invariant measure v1 with 
nonnegative rational coefficients. Clearing denominators, we have shown that if B has an 
averaging sequence, then B has a nontrivial invariant measure with integer coefficients. 
Given a surface S and a smooth map c:S --f B such that c maps each tangent plane 
injectively, we say that c is a carrying map; less formally, we say that S is carried on B. If S is 
compact and if ~(8s) c B’, there is an induced weight function p defined so that p(b) is the 
number of components of c-‘(int(a)). The map c induces a cell-structure on S by pulling 
back sectors of B. The combinatorial area and boundary length of S are defined as follows. 
Area(S) is the number of 2-cells of S, and Length(8S) is the number of l-cells of 8. Then 
1~1 = Area(S), and 18~1 I Length(%) (in the latter case, we do not get strict equality since 
some edges of 8s mapping to an edge E of B may approach E from opposite sides, causing 
cancellation in the summation which defines l+L(). If S is closed it follows that p is an 
invariant measure with integer coefficients, and we say that p is realized by S; more formally, 
p is realized by the carrying map c: S + B. One of the basic results of branched theory is the 
following. 
REALIZATION THEOREM [13]. If the branched surface B embeds in some 3-manifold, then 
every integer-valued invariant measure on B is realized by a surface carried by B. 
In general, not every branched surface can be embedded in a 3-manifold. In order to 
decide whether this is so for a given branched surface, we can use a criterion due to Joe 
Christy. Given a branched surface B and a 3-manifold N, a map g: B + N is called an 
immersion if, for every carrying map c: S + B, g O c is a local embedding. If in addition every 
point of B has a neighborhood which is embedded by g, then g is called a local embedding. 
See [12] for an example of an immersion which cannot be perturbed to become a local 
embedding. 
THEOREM [12]. Zf a branched surface B has a local embedding in some 3-manifold, then 
B embeds in some (other) 3-manifold. 
COROLLARY (general realization theorem). Given a branched surface B, ifB has a local 
embedding into some 3-manifold, then every integer-valued invariant measure on B is realized 
by a surface carried on B. 
This corollary has a direct proof, which we shall provide for completeness. 
Proof of Corollary. Let 8: B -+ A4 be a local embedding. By perturbing 8, we may assume 
in addition that B’ is embedded. Hence, a neighborhood of B’ is properly embedded in 
a codimension-0 compact submanifold N c M. For each sector C c B, the simple closed 
curve 0(C) n 8N is an attaching curve for the disc C - int(N), and the attaching curves for 
distinct sectors are disjoint. Hence, we may attach disjoint 2-handles to N along the 
attaching curves associated to all sectors, obtaining a 3-manifold N’, and distinct sectors of 
B embed disjointly in N’. Thus, B is embedded in N’. Now apply the realization 
theorem. n 
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We remark that there is an even more general realization theorem, using a complete 
obstruction for 3-dimensional embeddability of a branched surface or 2-complex [12]. 
Now consider M, a cubulated 3-manifold of nonpositive curvature which has a flat 
plane in the 2-skeleton. We have three tasks before us. First we shall construct he Euclidean 
normal branched surface B of M, and prove that B is universal for local isometries of 
Euclidean surfaces into M2. Next we shall use the flat plane in M2 to prove that B has an 
averaging sequence, and hence a nontrivial invariant measure u with integer coefficients. 
Then we shall prove that u is realized by a carrying map g: S + B for some nonempty closed 
surface S, and by applying the universality property of B it will follow that S is a Euclidean 
surface mapping into M by a local isometry, hence nl(M) has a Z2 subgroup. 
To describe the Euclidean normal branched surface B, we begin by defining a handle 
decomposition of M. For each vertex u of M, let H(u) be the neighborhood of radius a 
around u, so the balls H(u) are disjoint, regular neighborhoods of the vertices, henceforth 
called 0-handles of M. Given an edge e of M, let H(e) be the closure in M of a neighborhood 
of radius l/8 of e in M - u {O-handles}, called a I-handle of M. Given a 2-cell fof M, let 
H(f) denote the closure in M of a neighborhood of radius l/16 of fin M - u {O-handles 
and l-handles}, called a 2-handle of M. The remaining components are 3-handles, which 
will be of no use to us. 
Given an n-handle H with n = 0, 1, or 2, a Euclidean normal disc in H is an embedded 
disc D c H such that: 
0 D is properly embedded in H. 
l DcM=. 
l Euclidean condition: D with path metric induced from M is isometric to a rectifiable 
subset of E2 with the path metric induced from E2. 
0 Convexity condition: Every geodesic in M of length I 1.01 with endpoints in D lies 
in M2. 
We remark that if n = 1 or 2, then D is not isometric to a convex subset of E2, nor is 
D a locally convex subset of M or even of M2, which is why the convexity condition is stated 
as it is. 
For concreteness, here is an explicit list of all Euclidean normal discs. If H(f) is 
a 2-handle, then D(f) =fn H(f) is th e unique Euclidean normal disc in H(f). If H(e) is 
a l-handle, the 2-cells incident to e can be listed in circular order asfi, i E Z/N, where N 2 4. 
Given i,j E Z/N so that Ii - jl 2 2, then Dij(e) = H(e) n (fi ufj) is a Euclidean normal disc, 
and these are all of the Euclidean normal discs in H(e); note that if Ii - jl = 1, then Fij(e) has 
a 99” dihedral angle along e, violating the convexity condition. Finally, consider a O-handle 
H(o). Note that Lk(u) is canonically identified with aH(u), and we put the spherical metric 
on Lk(u), normalized to have Gaussian curvature 1 in the interior of each triangle and along 
each edge. Thus, for each cube Q incident to u, Lk(u) n Q is a right-angled spherical triangle, 
whose sides have length n/2. Let Lk’(u) = Lk(u) n M2 be the l-skeleton of Lk(u), so each 
edge has length 7r/2. By definition of nonpositive curvature on M, if g is a simple l-cycle of 
length < 2rr in Lk’(u), then g is the boundary of a triangle. Now consider a simple l-cycle 
g c Lk’(u) of length exactly 27~ which does not contain two sides of any triangle in Lk(u); we 
say that g is a Euclidean cycle in Lk(u). Then there is a unique Euclidean normal disc 
D, c H(u) such that LJD, = g. This gives a l-l correspondence between Euclidean cycles in 
Lk(u) and Euclidean normal discs in H(u). If g c Lk’(u) is a simple l-cycle which is not 
a Euclidean cycle, we may still define D,; but either g has length >21~: so D, has 
concentrated negative curvature at u, violating the Euclidean condition; or g transverses two 
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sides of a triangle, so D, violates the convexity condition; in either case D, is not a Euclidean 
normal disc. 
To define the Euclidean normal branched surface B, for each Euclidean normal disc 
D c M let D’ be a disjoint copy of D, and let MD,’ denote the disjoint union of all these 
copies, as D varies over all Euclidean normal discs in M; the discs D’ will become normal 
sectors in B. Let p:uoD + M2 be the map which identifies each D’ with its associated D. 
Now we perform certain boundary identifications among the discs D’. Let D1, D2 be 
Euclidean normal discs contained in adjacent handles of different indices. We shall consider 
D1 n D2 = dD1 n aD2 which is either a point or an arc; if it is an arc, then under certain 
conditions we shall declare that the corresponding arcs of aD’, and aD; are to be glued 
together, respecting the map p. The gluings we declare will generate a quotient space of 
uDD which is defined to be B. Suppose first that D1 c H(f) for some 2-handle H(f). Then 
D2 is contained in an adjacent 0- or l-handle H(c), aD, n aD2 = H(f) n H(c) is an arc, and 
we declare that D’, and 0; are to be glued along the corresponding arcs. Suppose next that 
D1 c H(e) and D2 c H(o) for some l-handle H(e) and an adjacent O-handle H(v). Note that 
H(e) n H(u) n M2 is an n-pointed star for some n 2 4. If aD, n aD2 is an arc connecting two 
endpoints of this star, then glue 0; and 0; along the corresponding arcs. Note that 
aD, n aD2 may be an arc connecting the center of the star with an endpoint, or may just be 
the center of the star; in either case, no gluings are declared. This finishes the description of 
the gluings which generate the quotient space. Note that other gluings are forced by the 
ones described thus far. For instance, if D1 # D2 are contained in the same l-handle H(e), 
and if there is a 2-handle H(f) such that D, n H(f) # 8 for n = 1,2, then D1 n D2 n H(f) is 
an arc on aD, n aD2, and 01, 0; are glued along the corresponding arcs; although 
aD, n aD2 is larger than aD, n aD2 n H(f), nevertheless no gluing is done along the 
additional portion. Similar considerations hold when D1 and D2 lie in the same O-handle. 
There is a smooth structure on B, making B into a branched surface, so that the 
following holds: for each smoothly embedded isc d c B, p(d) is locally embedded in M. The 
branching can be described explicitly, as follows. Given a l-cell c1 c B’, then p(a) lies on the 
boundary of two handles of dimensions kl < k2, respectively. Each of the possibilities 
(k ,, k,) = (0, l), (0,2), (1,2) can occur, and branching can occur in the following ways. When 
k2 = 2, on one side of c( there is a single 2-handle normal sector; then if k, = 1, on the other 
side of c( there is at least one l-handle normal sector, and if kl = 0, on the other side of 
ct there are (perhaps) several O-handle normal sectors (one for each Euclidean cycle 
traversing p(u), which may be none at all). If ( kl, k,) = (0, l), then on one side of CI there is 
a single l-handle normal sector, and on the other side of a there are (perhaps) several 
O-handle normal sectors as before. A “branch point” x E B” is a point mapped by p to the 
intersection of a O-handle, l-handle, and 2-handle of M. The tangent plane at x divides into 
a half-plane and two quarter-planes, with (perhaps) several O-handle normal sectors tangent 
along the half-plane, at least one l-handle normal sector tangent along one quarter-plane, 
and one 2-handle normal sector tangent along the other quarter-plane. Note that p is a local 
embedding on B’, though not on a neighborhood of B’. Note also that aB may be 
nonempty, if some l- or 2-handle H is adjacent o a O-handle H(v) and no Euclidean cycle in 
Lk(o) intersects H. 
For later purposes, we shall need a finer cell-decomposition of B, whose l-skeleton is the 
inverse image under p of the union of M’ with the boundaries of all handles. The 2-cells of 
this cell-structure are called subnormal sectors of B. Note that each O-handle normal sector is 
divided into exactly four subnormal sectors, and each l-handle normal sector is divided into 
exactly two subnormal sectors, while a 2-handle normal sector is an entire subnormal 
sector. 
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The main property of B is that it is universal for Euclidean surfaces mapped into M2 by 
local isometries. 
EUCLIDEAN CARRYING LEMMA. For every complete Euclidean s_urface S and mapping 
f: S + M2 so that f is a local isometry into M, there is a carrying map f: S -+ B, so that f = p of 
Conversely, given a closed surface S and a carrying map c: S -+ B, there is a Euclidean metric 
on S so that p o c: S + M2 is a local isometry. 
Proof: Suppose f:S --f M2 is a local isometry into M, where S is a complete Euclidean 
surface. Define a handle decomposition of S where the k-handles of S are inverse images of 
k-handles of M. Since f is a local isometry, each k-handle of S maps to a Euclidean normal 
disc in a k-handle of M, and hence lifts uniquely to a k-handle normal sector in B. These lifts 
all agree along their boundaries, so they can be pieced together to give the lift j? 
Conversely, given a closed surface S and a carrying map c: S + B, the map p o c is a local 
embedding of S in M2, by construction of p. The inverse images of 2-cells in M2 give 
a decomposition of S into squares fitting four around a vertex, hence S is a Euclidean 
surface. The map p o c is a local isometry into M, by construction of p. 0 
Comment. One can actually define a flat Riemannian metric on B, making it obvious 
that each surface carried by B is Euclidean. 
Now we show how to construct an averaging sequence for B. Recall that we are in the 
case where M is not negatively curved, and the flat plane 4: E2 + M is entirely contained in 
M2. By the Euclidean carrying lemma, the map I$ may be lifted to a carrying map c&E2 + B. 
Let Qn be a square of side length n in E 2. Then the map 4, = $lQn takes aQ,, to the 
l-skeleton of the decomposition of B into subnormal sectors. Now pull this decomposition 
back to Q. and compute combinatorial area and boundary length. Each unit square in Q. is 
subdivided into nine 2-cells so that Area = 9n2, and each side of each square in Qn is 
subdivided into three l-cells so that Length(aQ,) = 12n. The map $J” then defines a weight 
function p,, on B. The mass and total defect of p,, satisfy Ip,J = Area = 9n2, and 
18~~1 I Length(aQ,) = 12n. Thus, lap,l/lpJ I 12n/9n2 + 0 as n -+ 00, so a” is an averaging 
sequence of B. It follows that B has a nontrivial invariant measure vwith integer coefficients. 
The next step is the following theorem. 
LOCAL EMBEDDING THEOREM. The map p:B + M may be perturbed to become a local 
embedding 6: B + M. 
Proo$ The definition of 8 on 2-handle and l-handle normal sectors is relatively easy. 
The tricky part is defining 8 on O-handle normal sectors. The construction depends on 
a combinatorial analysis of the intersection patterns of Euclidean cycles in Lk(u) for each 
vertex v E M. We shall carry out this analysis, and then use the information obtained to 
construct 8. 
Let g, h be distinct Euclidean cycles in the 2-sphere Lk(v). Each component of g n h is 
either a point or an arc. Given a component C, there is a disc neighborhood D c Lk(v) of C, 
and arcs a c g and /? c h, so that a, /I are properly embedded in D, and a n j = C. Suppose 
that C is an arc; if aa and a/? separate each other on the circle aD, then we say C is 
a transverse intersection arc, and if aa and a/? do not separate ach other on aD then we say 
C is a tangential intersection arc. Similarly, we can define a transverse intersection point and 
a tangential intersection point. 
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Transverse intersection arcs are very closely related to Christy’s local obstruction to 
embeddability in [12]. Thus it is convenient hat in our situation they cannot occur (see the 
following lemma). 
LEMMA (no transverse intersection arcs). Ifg, h are two distinct Euclidean cycles in Lk(u) 
then g n h contains no transverse intersection arcs. 
Proof Suppose there is a transverse intersection arc a. Noting that g - a consists of I 3 
edges of Lk(u), among the two components of Lk(v) - h there must be one, say C, such that 
g n C is a properly embedded arc consisting of a single edge e of Lk(u). Since h consists of 
four edges, the endpoints of e must cut off a subarc a c h consisting of 12 edges. Thus, 
e u a is a simple closed cycle of 13 edges in Lk(u). It follows that e u a has exactly three 
edges, and bounds a triangle of Lk(u). But then a has two edges which go along two sides of 
the triangle, contradicting the fact that h is a Euclidean cycle. 0 
Similar methods can be used to find other restrictions on g n h. For instance, if 
a tangential arc of intersection occurs then it is the unique component of g n h. But only the 
transverse intersection arcs are relevant o the question of embeddability, so we shall not try 
to enumerate all of the restrictions, even though this invites some circumlocution in what 
follows. 
Now we take the first steps in defining a local embedding 0:B + M. For each n-cell 
c c M with n = 0, 1,2, consider the n-handle H(c) c M, and let B(c) c B denote the union 
of all n-handle normal sectors mapped into H(c) by p. To start with, for each 2-cell f; B(f) is 
a single 2-handle normal sector, and we declare that elB(f) = p/B(f). 
Now consider an edge e c M. Let f., n E Z/N be the 2-cells incident to e, listed in 
circular order, where N 2 4. Let z,, n E Z/N be Nevenly spaced points on the unit circle 
- 
S’ c E’, let Oz, be the radius connecting the origin 0 to z,, and let 2 = UnszIN Oz,. Choose 
a parameterization [: H(e) --) D2 x I so that [(H(e) n M2) = Z x I, and [- ’ (0’ x 8Z) is the 
set where H(e) attaches to the zero handles. Thus, each Euclidean normal disc in H(e) has 
the form [- ‘((OZ~ u OZj) x I) where Ii - j( 2 2; let Di,j c B(e) denote the l-handle normal 
sector mapped to this Euclidean normal disc. For each i,j E Z/N, let Xi,j be the hyperbolic 
geodesic in D2 connecting zi and Zj; in other words, xi,j is a circular arc intersecting the unit 
circle in right angles at the points zi,zi. Extend 8 over B(e) so that for iJ E Z/N with 
Ii - jl 2 2, e(Di,j) = [-‘(x~,~ x I). For example, in the case K = 4, note that 8lB(e) = plB(e). 
Figure 4 shows a cross-section of 81 B(e) for a few values of K. One particular fact to note is 
the following lemma. 
Fig. 4. A cross-section of 0 on B(e) for K = 5,6,7. 
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DISJOINTNESS LEMMA FOR I-HANDLES. For each n E Z/N, 0 is an embedding on the set 
wz) ” U,n-j, z 2 D,,, 
Now consider a vertex u c M. For each Euclidean cycle g c Lk(u), let D, c H(v) be the 
Euclidean normal disc with boundary g, let D$ c B(u) be the O-handle normal sector 
mapped to D, by p, and let g’ = aDb. Define aI#(v) = ugg’. We note that 8 is already defined 
on aB(u), and our task is to extend 8 over a neighborhood of aB(u). Before defining the 
extension, consider how t9(g’) and e(h’) can intersect when g, h c Lk(o) are distinct Euclid- 
ean cycles. We claim that each component of 0(g’) n 0(W) is either a transverse intersection 
point or a tangential intersection arc. The reason is that the map B pulls tangential 
intersection points apart, and there were not transverse intersection arcs to begin with. Note 
that tangential intersection arcs still persist, although they have been shortened slightly by 
being peeled apart at their ends. 
Abstracting this situation, a circle pattern is a finite set 59 of embedded circles in S2 so 
that for any distinct G, H E 59, each component of G n H is either a transverse intersection 
point or a tangential intersection arc. A circle pattern is said to be resolved if there are no 
tangential intersection arcs. Suppose that g is a circle pattern and @ is a resolved circle 
pattern in l-l correspondence with %:, where G E %Y corresponds to d E +?. A resolution 
from V to @ is a homotopy rt:S2 + S2, 0 < t I 1 so that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
1. r. is the identity. 
2. rt is a homeomorphism for each t < 1. 
3. ri(G) = G for each G E %?. 
4. For each G, H E $7 and each component CI c G n H which is a tangential intersection 
arc, the following is true: 
(*)ThereisanembeddingccxI-,S2sothatdn(crxZ)=crxO,Hn(ccxZ)=ax1, 
andr,(xxI)=xforeachxEa. 
5. Except for the identifications pecified in (*), rl is l-l. 
RESOLUTION LEMMA. Every circle pattern %? has a resolution. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on the number of occurences of tangential intersection 
arcs among components of intersection of pairs of circles in %. In the induction step, we 
shall perform “partial resolutions” of circle patterns, which we now define. If %, ‘%* are two 
circle patterns in l-l correspondence, where G E % corresponds to G* E %*, and if 
r,: S2 + S2 is a homotopy, we say that r, is a partial resolution from V to V* if items (l)-(3) 
above are satisfied, and for each G, H E W and each component a c G n H which is 
a tangential intersection arc, either G* n H* is a tangential intersection arc a* so that 
r1 (a*) = CC, or (*) above is satisfied; moreover, except for the identification specified in (*), rI 
is l-l. 
Now let 59 be an arbitrary circle pattern. Suppose that G E % has a tangential intersec- 
tion arc tl with at least one other circle H E Cf?, and suppose that E is the component of 
S2 - G which H enters beyond CC Let A be the union of all tangential intersection arcs with 
G of any circle, beyond which that circle enters E. There there is a partial resolution r, from 
% to a circle pattern V*, and an embedding A x [O, l] into S2, so that rl (x x I) = x for each 
x E A and rI is otherwise l-l, so that G* n (A x [0, 11) = A x 0, and so that if H E +? has 
a tangential intersection arc c1 with G, and H enters E beyond a, then 
H* n (A x [0, 11) 3 a x 1. Note that the number of tangential intersection arcs occurring as 
components of intersection of circle pairs in V* is smaller than the number in %‘. 
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By induction, there is a resolved circle pattern @* and a resolution from %* to @*, and it 
follows easily that there is a resolution from % to %?*. 0 
Proof of local embedding theorem (continued). Now we use resolutions to extend 0 over 
B(u). To review the notation, given a Euclidean cycle g c Lk(u), D, c H(u) is the Euclidean 
normal disc with boundary g, Db c B(v) is the corresponding O-handle normal sector, 
g’ = c?D$, and G = e(g’) c Lk(u) is the corresponding circle after tangential point intersec- 
tions are pulled apart, so the set of all such G is a circle pattern %’ in Lk(u). We assume that 
a particular identification Lk(u) z Sz has been chosen. Applying the resolution lemma, let 
(? be a resolved circle pattern in S2, with d E d corresponding to G E C, and let rl, 0 I t I 1 
be a resolution from % to @. Choose a collar neighborhood of Lk(u) in H(u), parameterized 
by S2 x [0, 11, so that S2 x 1 corresponds to Lk(u). Let U, be a regular neighborhood of g’ in 
Db, and let 0 take U, homeomorphically to the set {(r,(x), t) 1 x E e, 0 5 t I l} c S2 x [0, 11. 
The map 191 U, may then be extended to a proper embedding of D$ in H(u), completing the 
definition of 0. One particular fact to note is that 8 pulls tangential intersection arcs apart 
(as in the following lemma). 
DBJOINTNESS LEMMA FOR O-HANDLES Giuen distinct Euclidean cycles g, h c Lk(u), let 
G = g(g) and H = O(h). Suppose u c G n H is a tangential arc of intersection, and let 
a’ c g’ n h’ be the corresponding arc of identification. Then there is a neighborhood W of a’ in 
U,uU,,suchthat B(WnU,)nO(WnU,,)=a. 0 
Note that 8 is an embedding on the interior of each normal sector in B. And since p is 
a local embedding on B’, the same is true of 8. To finish the local embedding theorem, it 
remains to show that 8 is a local embedding on a neighborhood of B’. Consider x E B’, and 
for i = 1,2 let Di c B be an ni-handle normal sector incident to x. We suppose that D1 # D2, 
and we need only show that there are neighborhoods Ui c Di of x, so that the sets 
g(Ui n int(DJ) are disjoint, for i = 1,2. Note that 0 maps the interior of an n-handle normal 
sector into the interior of an n-handle of M. Hence, if n, # n2, then 8 maps the interiors of 
D1 and D2 disjointly. Since x is incident to at most one 2-handle normal sector, we may 
assume that either n, = n2 = 0 or n, = n2 = 1. 
If n, = n2 = 1, then by the disjointness lemma for l-handles, 8 maps the interiors of 
D1, D2 disjointly. 
Suppose that nl = n2 = 0 so there is a vertex u E M with D1, D2 c B(u). The only 
possibility for a component of intersection of D1 with D2 in B is a boundary arc tl’, 
corresponding to a tangential intersection arc c1 of t3(8D1) with 8(8D2) in Lk(u). By the 
disjointness lemma for O-handles, there are neighborhoods W,, c D, of a’ such that 
0( WI - a’) n t3( W2 - a’) = 8. 
This finishes the proof of the local embedding theorem. 0 
Although it is not important for our present purposes it is interesting to see that 0 can be 
extended over the O-handle normal sectors in a canonical way; in particular if Db and 0; are 
O-handle normal sectors where g, h have no transverse intersection points, then 0 maps the 
interiors of D$ and Db disjointly. Let s^ z S2 x 0 be the inner boundary of the collar 
neighborhood of Lk(u) in H(u), and let G(u) c H(u) be the ball bounded by S. Then the 
image of 8, intersected with S, is a resolved circle pattern 6. Choose a Euclidean cycle 
g c Lk(u) so that 6 c s^ is innermost in c, bounding a disc D c s^ which contains no other 
element of 6. Let ql,. , . , tfK be the list of all properly embedded arcs in D occurring as 
components of intersection of D with elements of 6. Now extend 8 over D, by capping off 
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G with a disc running into the interior of H(u), staying roughly parallel to D. Let S, be 
a sphere obtained by replacing a neighborhood of D with a disc properly embedded in H(u), 
staying slightly outside of the ball bounded by D u t?(D,). For 1 I k I K extend 8 over 
a neighborhood of K’(q,) in the appropriate O-handle normal sector. This can be done so 
that the new resolved circle pattern in S, has the exact same combinatorics as d - G. The 
construction of 8 can now be completed by induction. 
Now we put the pieces together to prove in case II that if M is not negatively curved, 
then x1(M) has a 2’ subgroup. We have already used the lack of negative curvature to 
prove that the Euclidean normal branched surface B has a nontrivial invariant measure 
v with integer coefficients. Applying the local embedding theorem and the general realization 
theorem, v is realized by a closed surface S carried by B, and S is nonempty since v is 
nontrivial. By the Euclidean carrying lemma, each component of S is a flat torus mapped 
into M by a local isometry. By the local isometry theorem, each component of S is 
rr,-injective, hence x1(M) has a 2’ subgroup. 0 
AN ALGORITHM FOR DECIDING WEAK HYPERBOLICITY 
We describe an algorithm which takes as input a cubulated 3-manifold M, decides if it is 
nonpositively curved, and if so decides whether M is negatively curved in the sense of 
Gromov. When M is not negatively curved, the algorithm will exhibit either a Euclidean 
structure on M, or a xi-injective immersed torus. Justifying the algorithm is a matter of 
following our proof of the weak hyperbolization conjecture for M. 
First, the definition of combinatorial nonpositive curvature is clearly algorithmic. To 
handle case I.A, the algorithm checks whether M is Euclidean by deciding whether each 
edge is incident to four cubes and each vertex is incident to eight cubes. 
To handle case LB, the algorithm will look for a locally isometric torus 4 : T + M which 
is edge parallel. To proceed in this case, we claim that if such a 4 exists, then there is one of 
the form 4 : c x S, + M, where the Se factor is edge parallel and e is bounded above by some 
constant Go. Compute the constant e, as follows. A cube stack in M is a sequence Qe, . . . , Qr 
of parameterized cubes of M, each parameterized by the unit cube [0, 113 c E3, so that the 
top square of Qi and the bottom square of Qi+i are the same square in M, and the two 
parameterizations of this square of differ by translation from the bottom face to the top face 
of [0, 113. The cube stack is closed if Q. = Q,, and it is simple if Q. # Qi for 0 < i < I. The 
base cube is Qo. The constant e, is defined to be the length I of the longest simple closed 
cube stack Qo, . . . , Q,. Note that every nonsimple closed cube stack is periodic. Now if an 
edge parallel locally isometric torus exists, then by taking a cover we may assume it is of the 
form 4 : c x S/ + M for some e > 0 called the vertical periodicity. Then if 8 > 8, it follows 
that 4 factors through a torus with smaller vertical periodicity, proving the claim. 
To start the search for edge parallel tori, the algorithm constructs all simple closed cube 
stacks. For simplicity assume M is oriented, and only consider orientation preserving cube 
stacks. The algorithm considers two cube stacks to be the same if there is a horizontal 
rotation of the unit cube [0, 113 taking one cube stack to the other. If NM is the number of 
cubes in M, then the number of orientation preserving, parameterized cubes is 24Nnr. Each 
of these can be the base cube Q. of a cube stack, and after dividing out by horizontal 
rotations there are 6NM simple closed cube stacks. 
Let %?k be a list of all simple closed cube stacks. Each one can be viewed as an isometric 
copy of [0, 11' x SI mapped into M, where the map is well-defined up to rotations of [0, 11’. 
Next the algorithm glues together cube stacks along commoq, faces or corners. For 
instance, given cube stacks VTI, q2, if %‘i s the image of [0, 11’ x SC A M, then a common 
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face occurs if the maps fi IO x [0, l] x SI and fi 11 x [O, l] x Se differ by replacing the first 
coordinate 0 with a 1. Gluings must respect base cubes, so a face or corner of the base cube 
of %‘1 can only glue to a face or corner of the base cube of VZ. The result of gluing is 
a cubulated 3-complex. Because the gluing respects base cubes, each component of this 
complex is a Cartesian product of a “squared 2-complex” called the base surface with 
a circle Se. Denote the components Fj x SC,. Each base surface Fj can be constructed 
explicitly by taking horizontal cross-sections of the base cubes in the cube stacks that form 
Fj x Slj. Note that Fj has the topological structure of an oriented squared surface with 
certain boundary vertex identifications, so the fundamental group of Fj is either free or 
a closed oriented surface group. Also, Fj is nonpositively curved, because in the link of 
a vertex each embedded circle has at least four edges. 
Completing case LB, to decide if an edge parallel torus exists the algorithm checks 
whether some Fj is not simply connected, say by computing homology groups. From the 
proof of case 1.B and the remarks above, if an edge parallel torus exists then there is one 
obtained from a geodesic ircle c in some Fj by taking the Cartesian product with St,, hence 
some Fj is not simply connected. Conversely, if Fj is not simply connected then one can 
construct a geodesic circle in Fj, and the product with Stj yields an edge parallel torus. 
Finally, to handle case II the algorithm checks for a locally isometric torus in the 
2-skeleton. First construct he Euclidean normal branched surface B. Write down the switch 
conditions for B, a system of homogeneous linear equations with integer coefficients. See if 
this system has a nonzero, nonnegative solution; these solutions are in l- 1 correspondence 
with locally isometric tori in the 2-skeleton. 
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